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#17 = Victory - Starting the First Jubilee of Yeshua’s Kingdom (Revised 4-7-17)
It seems that the birthday of Yeshua’s kingdom was split when the Hebrew calendar was corrected to
end the Chet-Age on 1 Tishri 5777, synchronized to bridge five (5) world calendars. (Pearl #276)
Yeshua’s First Jubilee year was halved to pay fully all of the outstanding legal responsibility of God’s
Wrath and to settle all leftover prophecies starting after Solstice 2017 that closed with a New Covenant
celebration. Thus, the Plan for Mankind will end in final victory as outlined in Babushka Book #1 From Eden to New Jerusalem, but the Evil committed by this last atheistic civilization must first be
judged. The birth pangs of the Apocalypse will now end with the verification of many science witnesses
Pearl #250, mirror-imaged in the forbidden 6000-year-old Torah-Bible. Thus, the ELOHIM selected a
modern Jonah-II to warn a society again in a global town square like in ancient time proclaiming that
justice must be balanced with God’s Wrath once more to impeach an atheistic civilization that grossly
violated divine Law. When mankind again became absolutely corrupt, as measured against a divine
standard as illustrated by many documented historic events will be similar judged resembling many
examples recorded in the Bible. Everything that the Noah Atlantis Civilization did in 2288 BC (JC) has
been repeated in our time, now on the Internet presented in many YouTube witnesses, as this generation
is no longer educated in true science. Only the Bible can widen knowledge horizons. (Pearl #228)
When thousands true science facts are suppressed worldwide (like totally free Energy) or believed
NASA’s fake science and worse taught false Christian dogmas in seminaries and churches, it will end
eventually like Sodom & Gomorrah. Thus judgment is repeated when a NYC cartel of psychopath
Illuminati bankers printing fiat money since 1913 hatched a New World Order plan to gain absolute
control. They imposed the golden rule: the one who has the gold – rules. However, it should be
contrasted to divine Law now denied and forgotten, thus incurring God’s Wrath terminating this
generation to save mankind. Internationally, the New World Order manipulated the politics of every
nation and perverted globally many school systems, which became totally corrupt, riddled by deception
thus silenced historic facts to deny this generation truth, the freedom to choose and joy. (Pearl #270)
True Science Warns of God's Judgment #1 (9-13-15)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmoKK_vEjhA

Since 1913, NYC world bankers have created global conflicts to gain absolute power. They have
financed every world war to obliterate many Christian cultures and nations and imposed internationally
a fiat money system evil designed to destroy elected governments around the world. It morally
degraded many to gruesome dictatorships run by corrupt millionaire politicians. United they forbade the
Torah-Bible in the public square to camouflage a corrupted system. They murdered millions of
Christians and Jews to rule with absolute power through a secret global shadow government. To teach
Lucifer’s deception in gross conflict and rebel against YHWH’s laws, thus awarded massive grants to
destroy a university system with atheistic evolution theories to make a society compliant. The New
World Order succeeded in derailing every democratically elected government, financed terrorists to
create conflicts sinking in a bureaucratic chaos swamp. Every global dispute produced distressed
sufferings and instigated massive demonstrations, genocide and refugee migrations. They exploited and
robbed nations murdering billions, subsidized hi-tech weapon cartels serving a huge modern military.
Those who obeyed their mandate were invited to the billionaire club to manipulate inborn greed. That
fulfilled Jesus’ Endtime forecast that the present would be similar to Noah’s civilization, “…eating,
drinking and being continually evil,” hence it will end by divine judgment. Only Yeshua in his Mercy
can change his 70-year date of the Apocalypse, but will not change his WORD or PURPOSE.
18 For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who by
their unrighteousness suppress the truth. For what can be known about God is plain to them, because God has
shown it to them. For his invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature have been clearly
perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have been made. So they are without excuse. For
although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their
thinking, and their foolish hearts were darkened. ... Therefore God gave them up in the lusts of their hearts to
impurity, to the dishonoring of their bodies among themselves, because they exchanged the truth about God for a
lie and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen. (Rom. 1:18-25)
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com
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Part 2 – Explaining the 121st Hebrew Jubilee 1 Tishri 5777- 5778
Yeshua-Jesus starting his Kingdom (John 17)
This will be the last time to explain the future dating for the final judgment of a civilization turned totally
evil and so mankind will experience God’s Wrath again for violating divine Kosmos laws. Only the
Torah-Bible recorded the history of mankind since Adam and Eve. To measure time we either use (5)
leftover world calendars or ancient bronze-gold clocks exhibited in global museums together could
decode the prophesied Apocalypse pangs projected 2008-2015 by a scientist appointed under a
penname of Jonah-II. But the Hebrew 7000-year calendar date needed to be rectified by 1.8 years.
The Creator ELOHIM knew beforehand and selected a WW-II refugee from Germany educated in oldfashioned science ended with 14 free Babushka eggs and many additional Pearls forbidden in the global
town square. Thus God’s Plan for Mankind dating the Apocalypse Solstice 2017 was never preached in
church and forbidden in seminaries. God asked me to write in my spare time and use a Russian
Babushka egg that has a number smaller eggs inside with the same painted picture face. It was a useful
model viewing thousands researched science facts organized in a full 360° knowledge horizon aligned
in a sequence. I compared many verses of the Torah-Bible to determine an embedded divine
relationship based on metaphysic science concepts linked to HANS. John’s revelation is viewed from
the Heh heaven-dimension and Daniel prophesied from the Daleth-earth dimension. Both dimensions
measure “Time” differently, which challenged this scientist to visit many museums to explore ancient
mystery bronze-gold clocks nobody yet cracked their codes, except please read the Clock Babushka
Book #3, Much is suppressed in global universities explained 14 Babushka egg like modified GMO
that permanently will change most global food seeds to terminate in extinction according to the laws of
unforgiving nature. Ignoring history messed up climate change theories no longer can reason brainwashed by a modern science establishment like NASA taught unbelievable big space deceptions and
lies in Physics taught by Dr. Albert Einstein. This needed a different atom model as CERN died, thus
searching more intensely found in the forbidden Torah-Bible a balanced truth now linked to outlawed
science? As a professional thought first that nature was defined by physics no longer taught in global
universities, but soon discovered a rejected metaphysic domain, which controls all of repressed physics.
That exposed the biggest crime ever on earth perpetrated by Lucifer Illuminati psychosis NYC banking
cartel not allowed and censored worldwide totally “Free Energy” discovered by Nicola Tesla and von
Hoffman a German school teacher forbidden hundred years. Why did corrupt governments criminal
deny it to (7) seven billion people causing global misery and poverty. Now understood why ELOHIM
will destroy 90% of Mankind and 1/3 of all life on Earth & Oceans being controlled by a prophesied
Beast System totally Evil to end like Sodom and Gomorrah in worldwide fire. But massive nuclear
radiation is globally left behind for the next generation that can be cancelled. (Ex. 15:22-25 & Rev. 22:2)
Fukushima Third of Sea Life DEAD! FEB. 6, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VO5d5WETIWI&t=27s
I

It became clear why God could not use theologians biased in fake denominational dogmas but chose
one like ancient Jonah to declare the Apocalypse birth pains 2008-2015 announcing that the Yeshua
Kingdom on Earth is at the front door after Solstice 2017. True historic science facts revealed a date of
God’s Plan for Mankind when Satan is cast to earth with 200 million evil demons to be executed except
Satan, who is put in jail ending the Apocalypse. Then it will confirm many sealed prophecies matching
historic facts that will fulfill most OT Prophets’ forecast events. Sermonized Revelation will then make
sense with web-collected science proven in 14 free Babushka eggs & special Pearls #244, #233, #278.
During the first year of a Jubilee, any violation is reconciled in a divine Court of Law and unfinished
business of any outstanding debt is paid off. It will to end in a huge celebration honoring worldwide the
King of Kings Yeshua-Jesus. A totally new Teth-Age will then start without Evil to give mankind a
Sabbath rest governed by mini-resurrected Saints to maintain 1000 years of peace. They will not teach
Satan biased church dogmas but explain the benefit of Ten Commandments to 70 reemerging nations.
Israel will function truly as priests in a new Pyramid-Temple rising on a high mountain. Jerusalem was
totally destroyed by an asteroid, but it will be rebuilt as the footstool of ELOHIM to start worldwide
with a New Covenant connected to big festivals to honor YHWH. (After Solstice 5777-5778)
www.apocalypse2008-2015.com

